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$\vec{\alpha}=(\alpha_{1}, \alpha_{2}, \alpha_{3})=(1, \mathrm{i}, 1)$ ; $\vec{\beta}=(\beta_{1},\beta_{2}, \beta_{3})$ .
$\vec{\delta}=(\delta_{1}, \delta_{2}, \delta_{3})=\alpha \mathrm{x}\beta=(\beta_{2}-\beta_{3}, \beta_{3}-\beta_{1},\beta_{1}-\beta_{2})$ .
$x,$ $y$ ,
$\vec{\epsilon}=\vec{\epsilon}$(x, $y$ ) $=(\epsilon_{1}, \epsilon 2,\epsilon 3)=x\vec{\alpha}+y\vec{\beta}$
\epsilon \rightarrow - :
$\vec{\delta}\vec{\epsilon}=$
$(\delta_{1}\epsilon_{1}, \delta_{2}\epsilon_{2}, \delta_{3}\epsilon_{3})$ .
$(x, y)$ (1) \mbox{\boldmath $\delta$}\rightarrow \epsilon \rightarrow
:
$\delta_{1}\epsilon 1+\delta_{2}\epsilon 2+\delta_{3}\epsilon_{3}=0$, $|(\delta_{1}\epsilon 1)(\delta_{2}\epsilon_{2})(\delta_{3}\epsilon_{3})|=\sqrt{D}$ (2)
:
$\phi$(zb $z_{2},$ $z_{3}$ ) $=(\log|z_{1}|,\log|z_{2}|, \log|z_{3}|)$ for $z_{1},$ $z_{2},$ $z_{3}\neq 0$ .
$\vec{u}=\vec{u}(x, y)=(u_{1}, u2, u_{3})=\phi(D^{-1/6}\vec{\delta}\vec{\epsilon})$ .
$(x, y)$ (1) $u^{\prec}$
( 4) :
$\pm eu_{1}\pm eu_{2}\pm eu_{S_{=0}}$ , $u_{1}+u_{2}+u_{3}=0$ . (3)
6 :(1,2, 3) $(i,j, k)$
$C_{k}^{i}$ : $\pm eu_{1}\pm eu_{2}\pm eu_{3_{=}0}$ , $u_{1}+u_{2}+u_{3}=0$ , $u_{i}\geq uj\geq u_{k}$ . (4)
$C_{\dot{k}}^{\cdot}$ 6 (3) -
,
$C_{1}=C_{1}^{2}\cup C_{k}^{3}$ , $C_{2}$ $=C_{2}^{3}\cup C_{2}^{1}$ , $C_{3}=C_{3}^{1}\cup C_{3}^{2}$









$s$ $t$ $s$ $u_{1}\geq$
$u_{2}\geq u_{3}$ $0<s\leq\sqrt{3}t$ ,
$t\geq 2^{-1}\sqrt{6}$ lOg2
, :
$0<s< \sqrt{2}\sinh\frac{s}{\sqrt{2}}=\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}e^{-}T_{6}3l$ . (5)
$\sinh$ , $s$ $t$ 2
:
$\sqrt{2}\frac{ds}{dt}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}$sh $\frac{s}{\sqrt{2}}=-\frac{3t}{\sqrt{6}}e^{-}$ ;$\iota_{6}$ .






$(x, y)$ (1) , $\epsilon_{1}\epsilon_{2}\epsilon_{3}=1$ . 3 $\mathrm{Q}(\vec{\beta})$
-
Dirichlet $\vec{\xi,}$ \eta \rightarrow $\mathrm{Q}(\vec{\beta})$
$m,$ $n$
$\pm\xi^{-_{m}}\eta^{\neg\iota}$
, \epsilon \tilde $\vec{\epsilon}=\vec{\xi}^{m}\eta^{\neg l}$ .
:




$(x, y),$ (x’, $y’$ ), (x”, $y”$ ) (1) $\vec{u}=\vec{u}(x, y)$ , $u^{\neg}=$
$\vec{u}(x’, y’)$ , $u^{\neg\prime}=\overline{u}(x’’, y\prime\prime)$ 1 $C_{3}^{1}$ 1 - ,
$\vec{u},$ $u=,\overline{u}^{\gamma\prime}\triangleleft$ $t$ $\oint,$ $t^{\prime/}$ : $t\leq t’\leq t".$
(6) 3 $\vec{u},\overline{u}^{Y},\vec{u}’’$ . ( 4) , 3
3 . $\vec{u},\overline{u}^{\eta},\overline{u}’’$ $\Lambda$ ,
3 $A$ (1/2) $|\phi(\xi \mathrm{J}\mathrm{x}\phi(\vec{\eta})|$ -
:
$A \geq\frac{1}{2}|\phi(\tilde{\xi})\mathrm{x}\phi(\eta\gamma|$
, (5) $t>0$ :
$A \leq\frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}}e^{-}T6t’3t$










(1) $\vec{u}(x_{0}, y0)$ $t$
$t_{0}$ . , $(x, y),$ (x’, $y’$ ), (x”, $y”$ ) $(x_{0}, y_{0})$
$0<t_{0}\leq t\leq t\leq t’’$ ,
$\log D<ct$
Baker -
$t”$ <C|\phi (\mbox{\boldmath $\zeta$}) $\cross$ \phi (\eta $|(\log D+t_{0})\log(|\phi(\overline{\xi})\cross\phi(\eta\gamma|)$
, $t_{0}$ (1) $\vec{u}(x_{0},y0)$
$t$ .
$t”<C’|\phi(\xi 7\cross\phi$ ( $|($log $D+t_{0})^{2}$
. (7)
$e^{3t}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{6}<C’’(\log D+t_{0})^{2}<C’’’t^{2}$ .
,
$t<C^{\prime/\prime\prime}$
$\log D<ct$ $\log D<C^{\prime\prime\prime\prime\prime}$ 2
Matveev Baker $D<10^{66}$
-




7 $C_{3}^{1}\cup C_{3}^{2}$ (7)
.
$(1/s)(ds/dt)$ ( 3 .)
R. Okazaki, “Geometry of acubic Thue equation” , Publicationes
Mathematicae61(2002) $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}$ 267-314 .
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